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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a modified Monte Carlo simulation method for the solution of a linear stochastic

algebraic system of equations arising from the stochastic finite element modelling of linear elastic

problems. The basic idea is to direct Monte Carlo samples along straight lines and then utilise their

spatial proximity or order to provide high quality initial approximations in order to significantly

accelerate the convergence of iterative solvers at each sample. The method, termed the directed Monte

Carlo (DMC) simulation, is developed first for one random variable using the preconditioned conjugate

gradient equipped with an initial approximation prediction scheme, and then extended to multiple

Gaussian random variable cases by the adoption of a general hyper-spherical transformation. The

eigenproperties of the linear system are also briefly discussed to reveal the suitability of several

preconditioning schemes for iterative solvers. Two numerical examples with up to around 6000 DOFs

are provided to assess the performance of the proposed solution strategy and associated numerical

techniques in terms of computational costs and solution accuracy.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main objective of this paper is to propose a Monte Carlo
based simulation method for the solution of the following linear
stochastic algebraic system of equations arising from the
stochastic finite element modelling (SFEM) of linear elastic
problems:

½K0þKðeÞ�uðeÞ ¼ b ð1Þ

where

KðeÞ ¼ e1K1þ � � � þenKn; e¼ ðe1; . . . ; enÞ

in which K0 and Ki ði¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ are N � N deterministic matrices;
ei are n mutually un-correlated/independent random variables
with certain probability distributions and collectively form an
n-dimensional random vector e; b is a deterministic external
loading vector; and uðeÞ is the random displacement vector to be
sought.

The development of effective solution strategies for Eq. (1) to
obtain various statistical properties of the solution uðeÞ and the
associated results, such as strain and stress, is one of the central
issues in SFEM and becomes increasingly more important when
larger scale problems with many random variables need to be

considered. Various solution approaches have been proposed over
the past decades. See [1,2] for detailed reviews and the references
therein. Among all existing solution methods, Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations are considered to be the most versatile approach and
are in fact almost always used at some stage in most stochastic
solution procedures. The main disadvantage of Monte Carlo
simulations, however, is the intensive computational cost in-
volved, particularly for large scale problems with many random
variables, since a large number of samples are normally required
to achieve a reasonable solution accuracy and a new system of
equations needs to be solved at each MC sample.

In addition to those schemes traditionally proposed to improve
the sampling strategies of Monte Carlo methods, including
importance sampling, stratified sampling, recursive stratified
sampling and adaptive Monte Carlo and especially VERGAS [3]
(see [4] for a brief review on the topic), some progress has also
been made in SFEM where the focus is on the solution of Eq. (1) by
employing iterative approaches, such as preconditioned conjugate
gradients (PCG), so that large scale problems could be tackled.
Recent developments in this aspect can be found, e.g. in [5–8].
One example is the recent work of [9] which proposes an
explicit stochastic incomplete Cholesky (IC) preconditioner for
K0þKðeÞ based on the polynomial chaos expansion concept [1] to
achieve a fast solution convergence of PCG at each Monte Carlo
sampling point. It has to be pointed out, however, that in contrast
to the solution of deterministic linear systems of equations,
existing stochastic solution procedures are generally far from
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computationally adequate to handle large scale problems
with many random variables, and therefore new and more
advanced solution techniques are urgently needed in order to
greatly improve the modelling capability of SFEM for practical
applications.

The key feature of Monte Carlo samples is the randomness and
unpredictability in the sequence of their spatial positions, in the
space formed by the random variables, except for their statistical
property. Therefore, it appears necessary to solve a separate
system of equations of (1) at each Monte Carlo sampling es. Note
that this is always the case when Eq. (1) is solved by a direct
solver. However, after all the Monte Carlo samples are generated,
many of them may be closely positioned spatially, particularly in
the high probability regions and when the number of the
sampling points is large. This spatial proximity of Monte Carlo
samples suggests that if an iterative solver is employed, the
solution obtained at one or more MC sample may be used to
provide a good initial approximation for their immediate
neighbours which could result in a significant reduction in the
number of iterations required at these points. It is this observation
that will be fully exploited in this work in order to improve the
computational efficiency of MC simulations for the solution of
Eq. (1). Note that an adaptively preconditioned iterative method
has been successfully developed in [12] to solve one random
variable system, the special case of Eq. (1).

In the next section, the SFEM formulation for the generation of
the matrices Ki associated with the random variables in (1) and
their underlying joint eigenproperties with the deterministic
matrix K0 will be briefly discussed to identify a possible very
effective preconditioning scheme to be used later in PCG. A
modified Monte Carlo approach, termed the directed Monte Carlo
Method and based on the utilisation of the spatial proximity of
MC sampling points, will be developed first for one random
variable in Section 3. Two integrated numerical techniques
essential for the success of the new method, including precondi-
tioning and initial approximation prediction, are discussed in
detail. The extension of the approach to multiple Gaussian
random variable cases is undertaken by the adoption of a general
hyper-spherical concept in Section 4. Numerical experiments are
conducted in Section 5 to assess the performance of the proposed
solution strategy and associated numerical techniques in terms of
computational costs and solution accuracy.

2. Stochastic finite element modelling of random elastic
media

2.1. Explicit representation of a stochastic medium

It is assumed that the stochastic source of (1) is due to the
irregular variation of the material properties, mainly Young’s
module E, present in the problem concerned. This randomness
may be described either by a set of un-correlated random
variables or by a continuous stochastic field. In the former case,
individual random variables may be employed to represent the
randomness in different sub-domains of the problem and there-
fore may have different statistical properties. In the latter case, a
real-valued stochastic function can be used to describe the
random feature for the whole domain or for each sub-domain.
In this situation, the so called Karhunen–Lo�eve (K–L) expansion,
originally developed in the theory of probability [10] and first
introduced to SFEM by Ghanem and Spanos [1], has so far proved
to be the most elegant mathematical representation for general
second-order stochastic fields.

Suppose that the Young’s modulus can be expressed by a real-
valued stochastic function Eðx;$Þ, where x is the coordinate

vector of an arbitrary point in the problem domain O and $
represents a random event, and let Eðf ð�;$ÞÞ denote the
mathematical expectation of a random function f. Given the
expectation function EmðxÞ ¼ EðEðx;$ÞÞ and a covariance function
Rðx; yÞ9CovðEðx;$Þ;Eðy;$ÞÞ where x; yAO, the K–L expansion
theorem states that Eðx;$Þ can be expressed as [10,1]

Eðx;$Þ ¼ EmðxÞþ
X1
i ¼ 1

eið$Þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
lE

i

q
/E

i ðxÞ ð2Þ

where lE
i and /E

i ðxÞ are a pair of eigenvalue and eigenfunction of
the following characteristic equation:Z
O

Rðx; yÞ/ðyÞdy¼ l/ðxÞ ð3Þ

with the properties

ðaÞ lE
i 40 and ðbÞ

Z
O
/E

i ðxÞ/
E
j ðxÞdx¼ dij ð4Þ

where dij is the Kronecker delta; and ei are mutually un-correlated
random variables with zero mean and unit variance, i.e.

Eðeið$ÞÞ ¼ 0 and Eðeið$Þejð$ÞÞ ¼ dij ð5Þ

In essence, the above K–L expansion (2) transforms an implicitly
defined random field into the combination of a (infinite) discrete
set of un-correlated random variables. These variables possess the
same probability distribution depending on the type of problem
considered. In many engineering applications, ei can be assumed
to be standard Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
unit standard derivation, and therefore are mutually independent.
Issues related to the effective computation of both lE

i and /E
i are

addressed in [11] with the proposal of the Fourier–Karhunen–
Lo�eve (F–K–L) scheme. In addition, more subtle issues concerned
with the determination of probabilistic properties of the random
variables ei are also discussed in [11].

In numerical simulations, Expression (2) is truncated into a
finite series after sorting lE

i in descending order, and the
number of the retained terms/random variables, n, can be
determined with a required accuracy tE based on the so called
trace relation [1]

X1
i ¼ 1

lE
i ¼

Z
O
s2

EðxÞdx ð6Þ

where s2
EðxÞ ¼ Rðx;xÞ. The fact that the eigenfunction /E

i is
normalised (refer to Eq. (4b)) makes lE

i a good indicator for the
scale of variation that the associated random variable ei

contributes to EðxÞ.
The K–L expansion (2) admits, in a strict sense, that E may

achieve any value, including negative and very large positive.
Even though these situations occur only with a very small
probability and thus statistically acceptable, they are not physical
and might occasionally cause numerical difficulties at later stages.
In engineering practice, the minimum and maximum value of E,
Emin and Emax, can often be specified and thus it is possible to
determine the physically allowed value range for each random
variable ei.

Suppose that the sample range of ei is a 1-D interval D�R
whereR denotes the whole real number space, and that all ei have
the same probability distribution. These random variables
eiðn¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ form a sample volume Dn

¼D�D� � � � �D in
the n-dimensional real space Rn.

2.2. Stiffness matrices associated with random variables and their

properties

After an explicit representation of the random distribution of
Young’s modulus is achieved, the matrices K0 and Ki in Eq. (1) can
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be computed following the standard stochastic finite element
formulation (see for instance [1]). K0 is equivalent to the global
stiffness matrix in the corresponding deterministic case with
E¼ Em and therefore is symmetric and positive definite (SPD),
while Ki are symmetric but normally indefinite.

In addition to the statistical behaviour of the random vector e,
the relationship between K0 and KðeÞ also plays a paramount role
in the solution of Eq. (1), uðeÞ. Particularly, to gain a fundamental
understanding of their underlying relationship will shed a light
onto the development of effective solution strategies for Eq. (1).
This important issue is briefly addressed here.

As K0 is SPD, it permits a standard LLT Cholesky decomposi-
tion:

K0 ¼ L0LT
0 ð7Þ

and, together with symmetry of KðeÞ, ensures that the following
generalised eigenproblem formed by K0 and KðeÞ has real
eigenvalues Ke ¼ diagfle1; . . . ; l

e
Ng and corresponding real eigen-

vectors Ue ¼ ½/
e
1; . . . ;/

e
N�:

KðeÞUe ¼K0UeKe ð8Þ

with

UT
eKðeÞUe ¼Ke; UT

eK0Ue ¼ I ðIdentity matrixÞ

and

le1rle2r � � �rleN

The eigenpairs KeðeÞ and UeðeÞ also possess the following
properties:

Keð0Þ ¼ 0; Ueð0Þ ¼ L�T
0 and Keð�eÞ ¼�KeðeÞ ð9Þ

With the aid of the above eigendecomposition, the original
equation (1) can be decoupled to

½IþKe�U
�1
e uðeÞ ¼UT

eb ð10Þ

which leads to an explicit solution of uðeÞ:

uðeÞ ¼Ue½IþKe�
�1UT

eb¼
XN

i ¼ 1

bT/e
i

1þlei
/e

i ð11Þ

Clearly, the eigenvalues lei represent the variation scale caused by
the random variables at the structural response level. The solution
at each sampling point of e will depend on the actual spectrum of
lei . Especially those extreme eigenvalues at both ends of the
spectrum will have major contributions to the random variation
of u. Again, mathematically, lei can take any value within
ð�1; þ1Þ, e.g. when ei are the standard Gaussian random
variables. Then when one of lei is very close to �1 at one sample,
for instance, it will give rise to a (nearly) singular situation
with the possible consequence that a numerical difficulty
may be encountered when solving Eq. (1), and/or that the final
statistical properties of the solution may be contaminated by this
single sample. The occurrence of such an undesired situation
normally increases when a large number of sample points is
required.

However, the physically imposed condition EminrErEmax,
which restricts the possible sample ranges of ei, also ensures that
K0þKðeÞ is SPD, i.e.

1þlei 40 or lei 4�1 ð12Þ

which, when taking into consideration of the property
lei ðeÞ ¼ �l

e
i ð�eÞ, further leads to

lei o1 ð13Þ

It follows from (12) and (13) that

jlei jo1 ði¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ ð14Þ

or

�1ole1rle2r � � �rleN o1 ð15Þ

Thus unless Emin is too small compared to the mean value Em, the
previously mentioned numerical difficulty associated with the
(near) singularity of K0þKðeÞ can be avoided.

Furthermore, using K0 ¼ L0LT
0 as a preconditioner to Eq. (1)

results in

ðIþKeÞL
T
0u¼ L�1

0 b ð16Þ

with

Ke ¼ L�1
0 KðeÞL�T

0

It is easy to prove that Ke is also the eigenvalue matrix of Ke:

U
T

eKeUe ¼Ke; U
T

eUe ¼ I ð17Þ

with the eigenvector matrix Ue ¼ L�T
0 Ue. Thus, the condition

number of IþKe, k, can be estimated as

k¼max
1þjleNj
1�jle1j

;
1þjle1j
1�jleNj

( )
omax

2

1�jle1j
;

2

1�jleN j

( )
ð18Þ

When the extreme eigenvalues jle1j and jleNj are not very close to
1, which is normally the case for the majority of samples, k will be
in order of Oð1Þ. Thus it is concluded that K0 is in general a good
preconditioner for Eq. (1). It is also worth highlighting that at
problem scales that SFEM can currently handle effectively, the
Cholesky decomposition is still very computationally competitive
in terms of both memory and CPU time costs. Particularly, with
the continuing advance of computer hardware, the scale of
problems that a direct solver can effectively solve is also
increasing. Furthermore, in the current problem concerned, a
large number of repeated uses of the triangular decomposition L0

of K0 will significantly offset the overhead associated with the
initial computation of L0 which further increases the effectiveness
of the Cholesky decomposition. Thus the lower triangular matrix
L0 and the deterministic solution ud

ud ¼ uð0Þ ¼K�1
0 b ð19Þ

are assumed available when needed.
It is normally difficult to compute Ke and Ue as the general

(random) functions of random variables e, but it is computation-
ally feasible to obtain the joint eigenproperties of each matrix Ki

with K0, particularly the two extreme eigenvalues, li
1 and li

N .
Investigating the eigenstructures of these individual matrices can
reveal certain features of Ke and Ue. This issue, however, will not
be pursued further in the present work.

3. Modified Monte Carlo simulation: one random variable

Suppose that the probability distribution function (PDF) of
each random variable ei is pðeiÞ. As all ei are assumed independent,
their joint PDF pðeÞ can be expressed as

pðeÞ ¼ pðe1Þpðe2Þ � � � pðenÞ ¼
Yn

i ¼ 1

pðeiÞ ð20Þ

A statistical characteristic, such as the expectation, of an arbitrary
function f of uðeÞ can be generally written as

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Dn

f ðuðeÞÞpðeÞdV ð21Þ

where the infinitesimal volume element dV ¼ de1 � de2 � � � den.
The standard Monte Carlo simulation estimates the above integral
by taking the arithmetic means of the integral function f ðuðeÞÞ
over Mc points fe1; . . . ; eMc

g sampled according to the required
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PDF pðeÞ:

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� �
1

Mc

XMc

i ¼ 1

f ðuðeiÞÞ ð22Þ

The most expensive operation in the Monte Carlo simulation is
that involved in the solution of (1) at each Monte Carlo point. The
new Directed Monte Carlo approach, aimed at improving the
computational efficiency of solving the equations on the basis of
the utilisation of the spatial proximity of Monte Carlo sampling
points, will be developed, first for one random variable cases in
this section and then extended to general multiple random
variable cases in the next section. This modified Monte Carlo
approach consists of two essential ingredients: (1) an iterative
algorithm is employed to solve the linear system of equations at
each Monte Carlo sample and (2) the sampling points are first
spatially sorted so that a high quality initial solution to the
current sample can be obtained based on the solutions at its
neighbours already solved.

3.1. Preconditioned conjugate gradient method

The iterative solution of a linear system of equations is well
established, and many solution algorithms have been proposed.
Among all iterative solvers developed, the preconditioned con-
jugate gradient algorithm is the most popular iterative solver for a
SPD system. It is interesting to note that the PCG algorithm has
been recently established to be equivalent to a second-order time
integration scheme [13]. The standard PCG algorithm for solving a
linear system of

Kx¼ b

with given preconditioning matrix Mp (also assumed SPD), initial
guess x0, required solution accuracy t and maximum iterations
maxite, is provided in Box 1 for reference.

As all the computational aspects of the standard PCG have been
thoroughly investigated, no new development will be offered in
this work. However, there are two integrated issues that are
essential to the success of the DMC method, and therefore deserve
further discussions: (1) preconditioning and (2) initial guess. The
latter issue will be elaborated upon in the next subsection.

Preconditioning is the most important technique for PCG to
achieve a fast convergence for practical problems by providing a
possible significant reduction in the condition number of the
original matrix. Incomplete Cholesky (IC) decomposition and its
variants are most commonly used preconditioning schemes [14].
Let the IC decomposition of a matrix K be denoted as ICðKÞ. For the
current problem concerned, since the matrix KðeÞ varies at every
sample point, there exist several options for the preconditioning
matrix Mp:

Option 1 (IC0): Mp ¼ ICðK0Þ, the IC decomposition of K0;

Option 2 (SIC): Mp ¼ ICðK0þKðeÞÞ, the IC decomposition of
KðeÞ;
Option 3 (K0): Mp ¼K0 ¼ L0LT

0, the complete Cholesky decom-
position of K0.

The first option, denoted IC0, uses the IC of K0 as the
preconditioning matrix for all the sample points. The apparent
attractive feature is its computational efficiency as it is generated
only once. It is argued, however, that its performance may not be
sufficient when large scale random variations are present. The
second choice, denoted SIC, seems desirable because a new IC
decomposition is generated for KðeÞ at each sample point e. The
obvious disadvantage of this option is the relatively expensive
computational costs involved in the generation of ICðKðeÞÞ at the
sample points. It is this concern that is addressed in [9] which
proposes to express ICðKðeÞÞ as a series of e based on the
polynomial chaos expansion [1] to reduce the computational
costs. Note that both IC and SIC decompositions may fail when the
diagonal terms become negative during the decomposition.
Although artificial amendments can be made to resume the
procedure, the resulting decomposition often does not perform
well.

The third option, denoted K0, uses the complete Cholesky
decomposition of K0 as the preconditioning matrix. This option is
highly recommended in the present work supported by the
analysis conducted in Section 2 for the following reasons: (1)
unlike the first two schemes, this option always achieves a good
convergence regardless of the properties of K0, unless the random
variation is very high and (2) the computational procedure
involved in the decomposition is very stable while the other IC
decompositions can fail. Note that the K0 scheme with further
improvement has already been adopted in [6]. In Section 5,
numerical examples will be provided to compare the performance
of these three preconditioning schemes.

Generally a good initial approximation can also reduce the
number of PCG iterations. However, it may not be easy to provide
such an approximation apart from some special cases, as will be
further discussed later. If no other information is available, the
deterministic solution ud may always be considered as a fairly
good candidate.

Note that the above discussion is applied to both one and
multiple random variable cases.

3.2. Exploitation of spatial proximity of Monte Carlo points

When only one random variable e is present, Eq. (1) is reduced
to

ðK0þeKÞuðeÞ ¼ b ð23Þ

Suppose that the total number of Monte Carlo samples required is
Mc and all the sample points, M¼ fes

1; . . . ; es
Mc
g, for the random

variable are generated before the solution of Eq. (23) is performed.

Box 1–Standard Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm: x¼ PCGðK;b; x0;Mp; t;maxiteÞ

� Compute r0 ¼ b�Kx0. If Jr0JotJbJ return with x¼ x0; else compute initial search direction p0 ¼M�1
P r0

� For i¼ 0;1;2; . . . maxite:

1. Update solution:xiþ1 ¼ xiþaipiwhereai ¼
pT

i
ri

pT
i
Kpi
¼ rT

i
M�1

P ri

pT
i
Kpi2. Update residual:riþ1 ¼ ri�aiKpi

3. Check convergence: if Jriþ1JotJbJ, return with x¼ xiþ1

4. Compute new search direction:piþ1 ¼M�1
P riþ1þbipiwherebi ¼�

pT
i
KM�1

P riþ 1

pT
i
Kpi

¼ rT
iþ 1

M�1
P riþ 1

rT
i
M�1

P ri
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Normally these points bear no spatial sequence within the 1-D
interval D while generated. However, when they are sorted in
ascending order, their spatial relationship become apparent.
Therefore, these sample points in the set M can be assumed to
be in order

es
1oes

2o � � �oes
Mc

ð24Þ

This reorganisation of the sample points makes no difference to
the standard Monte Carlo simulation, but it is crucial for our
modified Monte Carlo approach proposed here.

Following the re-order, the key to the effective exploitation of
the localisation is how to provide a better initial guess for the
current sample if the solutions at previous or neighbouring
samples are known. This can be approached in two slightly
different ways.

First, suppose that the solution uðeÞ to (23) at e is obtained and
the solution uðeþDeÞ at eþDe is sought:

½K0þðeþDeÞK�uðeþDeÞ ¼ b ð25Þ

By employing a first order Taylor series approximation, uðeþDeÞ
has the following approximation

uðeþDeÞ � uðeÞþ duðeÞ
de De ð26Þ

where the gradient du=de can be attained by the direction
differentiation of (23) as

duðeÞ
de
¼�ðK0þeKÞ�1KuðeÞ ð27Þ

However, to evaluate the gradient is equivalent to the solution of
a new linear system, and therefore using (26) to find an
approximation to uðeþDeÞ is not very attractive. Nevertheless, it
is straightforward to compute the gradient at e¼ 0 since it is
assumed that the Cholesky decomposition of K0 is available:

duðeÞ
de

����
e ¼ 0

¼�K�1
0 ðKudÞ ð28Þ

A better approach is to utilise additional information to
approximate the gradient du=de. Now suppose that the solutions
uðesÞ at the sample points from es

1 to es
i have been found and the

aim is to use these results to obtain a high quality initial guess
u0ðesÞ at es

iþ1 for the corresponding PCG iterations. This is basically
an interpolation/extrapolation problem, and many standard
numerical schemes are available. Here the following two schemes
are proposed for use:

Scheme 1. Linear interpolation/extrapolation: In this scheme,
the gradient du=de at es

i is approximated by a forward Euler

difference as

duðeÞ
de

����
e ¼ es

i

�
1

es
i�e

s
i�1

½uðes
i Þ�uðes

i�1Þ� ð29Þ

then it follows that

u0ðeiþ1Þ � uðeiÞþ
eiþ1�es

i

es
i�e

s
i�1

½uðes
i Þ�uðes

i�1Þ� ð30Þ

Scheme 2. Cubic spline interpolation/extrapolation: In this scheme,
a cubic spline is generated first to interpolate all the existing
solutions (componentwise) and then is used to compute an initial
approximation solution at es

iþ1.

The first linear scheme is very simple to implement. Its
performance is, however, dependent on the spacings es

i�e
s
i�1 and

es
iþ1�e

s
i . At the expense of more computational costs, the spline

scheme usually provides better approximation if the spacings
between the sample points are all fairly uniform. However, the
random samples cannot always satisfy this requirement and
occasionally behave irrationally. Particularly when es

i�e
s
i�1 is

significantly larger or smaller than the previous spacings, the
predicated initial solution at eiþ1 is normally poor, while on the
other hand the linear scheme is not sensitive to the spacings. In
general, as will be demonstrated numerically in Section 5, the
spline scheme exhibits better performance when a relatively
small number of sample points are present, while the linear
scheme behaves satisfactory when a large number of samples are
present.

In both schemes, the first two solutions need to be computed
differently. The first solution uðes

1Þmay be obtained probably with
ud as the initial guess, which is then used as the initial
approximation for the next solution uðes

2Þ. When the sample
value interval D of the random variable e is (roughly) symmetric
about the origin, which is true for most cases, there exists an
alternative sample processing strategy. The sorted sample
sequence (24) can be split into two parts so that the samples in
the first part are all smaller than zero and larger than zero in the
second part:

es
1o � � �oes

j o0oes
jþ1o � � �oes

Mc
ð31Þ

Now treat ud ¼ uð0Þ as the first solution, and since the gradient
du=de at e¼ 0 is available from (29), (26) can be used to compute
the initial guess for ej to obtain the solution uðejÞ. Then the
solutions from ej�1 down to e1 can be found following the above
two interpolation/extrapolation schemes. The second part can be
processed, starting from ejþ1 until eMc

, in a similar manner. This
latter strategy is numerically proved to be slightly more effective.

The main steps involved in the Directed Monte Carlo approach
proposed above are summarised in Box 2, where the sample
points are assumed to be processed from e1. Note that in the

Box 2–Directed Monte Carlo simulation—one random variable: DMC1ðK0;K;b; f ;M;Mc;pðeÞÞ

� If M is empty, generate Mc random samples M¼ fes
1; . . . ; es

Mc
g according to the given PDF pðeÞ; Sort the samples in M in

ascendent order.
� Compute ud ¼K�1

0 b (and u00 ¼�K�1
0 ðKudÞ if required).

� Set initial preconditioning matrix Mp (and update it for the second point if required).
� Compute the first two solutions:u1 ¼ PCGðK0þes

1K;b;ud;Mp; t;maxiteÞu2 ¼ PCGðK0þes
2K;b;u1;Mp; t;maxiteÞ

� Fori¼ 3; . . . Mc:vbox

1. Update preconditioning matrix Mp if required
2. Compute initial guess u0ðes

i Þ based on the linear or spline scheme
3. Obtain solution:ui ¼ PCGðK0þes

i K;b;ui;u0ðes
i Þ;Mp; t;maxiteÞ

� Calculate the expectation:E½f ðuÞ� ¼ ð1=McÞ
PMc

i ¼ 1 f ðuiÞ
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current DMC approach, the random variable can have any
probability distribution.

Note that the above scheme is further enhanced in [12]
whereby after the solution is obtained at each MC point, the
preconditioning matrix is adaptively updated by a Rank-one
matrix which is purely dependent on the incremental solution
related to the previous solution. This additional step further
increase the computational efficiency of the Directed Monte Carlo
approach.

4. Modified Monte Carlo simulation: multiple random
variables

The directed Monte Carlo solution strategy proposed in the
previous section cannot be readily extended to multiple random
variables. The main challenge is the fact that spatial points in an
n-dimensional domain do not have an in-built ‘order’ as in the one
dimensional case.

In this section, this difficulty is overcome by further modifying
the standard Monte Carlo method with the introduction of a
hyper-spherical transformation in the simulation. To this end, it is
required that the random variables ei be the standard Gaussian
distribution. Note that such an assumption imposes no great
restriction to problems that can be considered, since many
random phenomena in practical applications can be well
approximated by the standard Gaussian process. Now all the
variables have the following PDF:

pðeÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p e�e

2=2 ð32Þ

and their joint probability distribution is

pðeÞ ¼
Yn

i ¼ 1

pðeiÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞn=2
e�eTe=2 ð33Þ

Without imposing the restriction to the sample value, the
sampling domain of e is the whole real space Rn, and possesses
an in-built hyper-spherical symmetry. The expectation of an
arbitrary function f of uðeÞ can then be evaluated as

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Rn

f ðuðeÞÞ
1

ð2pÞn=2
e�eTe=2 dV ð34Þ

Now define an n-dimensional hyper-sphere of unit radius, termed
‘unit n-sphere’ in this work and denoted by Sn, on which any
point e ¼ fe1; e2; . . . ; eng satisfies

eTe ¼ e2
1þe

2
2þ � � � þe

2
n ¼ 1 ð35Þ

The total ‘surface area’ of this unit n-sphere is

An ¼
2pn=2

G
n

2

� � ð36Þ

where G is the Gamma function.

4.1. Hyper-spherical transformation

Given a random vector e in Rn, introduce a new random
variable er and a random vector e on Sn as follows:

e2
r ¼ e

2
1þe

2
2þ � � � þe

2
n ¼ eTe ð37Þ

and

e ¼ e=er ð38Þ

Then e can be expressed by er and e as

e¼ er e ð39Þ

This is basically a general hyper-spherical transformation where
er and e represent, respectively, the ‘magnitude’ or ‘radius’ and the
unit ‘direction’ of e, as illustrated in Fig. 1 in a polar coordinate
sense. In other words, er now represents the collective variation
scale of all the random variables involved. Thus any random vector
in the random space Rn can be generated by randomly giving a
global variation scale er and a point e on Sn with correct
probability distributions. Obviously, er and e are independent and
e is uniformly distributed on Sn with a constant PDF

pðeÞ ¼ 1=An ð40Þ

For er , as it is well known that e2
r is a w2-distribution:

w2ðx;nÞ ¼
1

2n=2Gðn=2Þ
xn=2�1e�x=2 ðx40Þ ð41Þ

the PDF of er can be readily given as

prðerÞ ¼
1

2n=2�1Gðn=2Þ
en�1

r e�e
2
r =2 ðer 40Þ

As er ARþ , where Rþ denotes the space formed by zero and all
positive real numbers, the introduced hyper-spherical
transformation (39) permits the following decomposition of the
original ‘Cartesian’ space Rn

Rn
¼Rþ �Sn ð42Þ

Without giving a detailed derivation, the volume element dV in the
random space Rn has the following relationship with an
infinitesimal ‘line’ element der on the ‘radial’ direction and an
infinitesimal ‘surface’ element dSn on Sn:

dV ¼ en�1
r der dSn ð43Þ

With the above preparations, the expectation of the function
f ðuðeÞÞ can now be cast in the hyper-spherical space as

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Sn

Z
Rþ

f ½uðer ; eÞ�
1

ð2pÞn=2
e�e

2
r =2 en�1

r der dSn ð44Þ

which can be further simplified in terms of the probability density
functions prðerÞ and pðeÞ:

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Sn

pðeÞ
Z
Rþ

f ½uðer ; eÞ�prðerÞder

� �
dSn ð45Þ

Fig. 1. 2D illustration of hyper-spherical transformation.
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and finally

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Sn

frðeÞpðeÞdSn ð46Þ

where

frðeÞ ¼
Z
Rþ

f ½uðer ; eÞ�prðerÞder ð47Þ

It is also very important to highlight that, for a given vector e in
Sn, uðer ; eÞ is the solution to the following linear equations with
one random variable er:

ðK0þerKe Þuðer ; eÞ ¼ b ð48Þ

in which

Ke ¼ e1K1þe2K2þ � � � þenKn

is a deterministic matrix. Eqs. (46)–(48) readily suggest a new
Monte Carlo simulation procedure in which the solution strategy
developed in the previous section for the system with one random
variable can now play an important part.

4.2. Modified Monte Carlo simulation in hyper-spherical space

Now the Monte Carlo simulation can be undertaken in two
different spaces as follows:

(i) Generate a set of the required number ðMsÞ of sample points
on Sn:

Ms ¼ fe1; . . . ; ei; . . . ; eMs
g

(ii) At each sample eiAMs, compute

frðeiÞ ¼

Z
Rþ

f ½uðer ; eiÞ�prðerÞder ð49Þ

which can be performed effectively by employing the above
one-dimensional Directed Monte Carlo simulation using Mr

samples from the set Mr ¼ fe1
r ; . . . ; ek

r ; . . . ; e
Mr
r g for er:

frðeiÞ ¼
1

Mr

XMr

k ¼ 1

f ½uðek
r ; eiÞ� ð50Þ

(iii) Then the final result can be computed as

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
1

Ms

XMs

i ¼ 1

frðe iÞ ð51Þ

The above procedure is referred as to the Directed Monte Carlo
simulation for multiple Gaussian variables.

Note that in the above discussion no coordinate system is
explicitly specified for the computation associated with Sn. Such a
system may be needed when generating sample points on Sn. In
fact, any valid coordinate system can be chosen in principle. For
instance, the so called hyper-spherical coordinate system, a
generalisation of the 3D spherical coordinate system, can be

used, in which the independent variables are n�1 ‘angles’
fy1; . . . ; yn�1g, and any point e on Sn can be expressed as

e ¼

e1

e2

� � �

ek

� � �

en�1

en

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
¼

cosy1

siny1cosy2

� � � � � �

ð
Qk�1

i ¼ 1 sinyiÞ cosyk

� � � � � �

siny1 � � � sinyn�2cosyn�1

siny1 � � � sinyn�2sinyn�1

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

ð52Þ

where yiA ½0;p� for i¼ 1; . . . ;n�2 and yn�1A ½0;2p�. e will be
uniformly distributed on Sn when all the angles are uniformly
distributed in their value ranges.

However, the use of a coordinate system in Sn can be totally
avoided. Suppose that the required number Ms of samples on Sn is
larger than the required number Mr of the samples for er . First
generate Ms sample points of e from which two sets of Ms samples
for both er and e,Mr andMs, can be obtained following Eqs. (37)
and (38). Then when computing frðeiÞ at each sample point
eiAMs, randomly choose any Mr consecutive samples from Mr

for er .
Although it is assumed that er ARþ , it can be extended to the

whole real number axis R by modifying (37) as

er ¼ 7
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

p
ð53Þ

where the positive/negative sign can be chosen randomly. The
corresponding PDF of er AR is

prðerÞ ¼
1
2prðjerjÞ ð54Þ

and the expectation of f is now of the form

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼
Z
Sn

f rðeÞpðeÞdSn ð55Þ

where

f rðeÞ ¼
Z
R

f ½uðer ; eÞ�prðerÞder ð56Þ

It is clear from (48) that

uðer ; eÞ ¼ uð�er ;�eÞ ð57Þ

Since if eASn, �eASn, and it is not difficult to prove that

f rð�eÞ ¼
Z
R

f ½uðer ;�eÞ�prðerÞder ¼

Z
R

f ½uð�er ; eÞ�prðerÞder ¼ f rðeÞ

ð58Þ

i.e. f rðeÞ is symmetric about the origin, which thus leads to

E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼ 2

Z
S
þ

n

f rðeÞpðeÞdSn ð59Þ

where S
þ

n denotes any ‘half’ of the ‘unit n-sphere’ Sn.
The benefits of extending er to R are twofold: (1) to reduce the

number of MC sample points required by half, thereby reducing
the total MC simulation time and (2) to increase the number of

Box 3–Directed Monte Carlo simulation—multiple Gaussian variables: DMCnðK0; fKig;b; f ;n;Ms;MrÞ

� Generate Mc Gaussian random vector samples Ms ¼ fe1; . . . ; eMs
g and create two sets of sample points for Mr ¼ fe1

r ; . . . ; eMs
r g and

Ms ¼ fe1; . . . ; eMs
g accordingly;

� Loop over all sample points e i ¼ fe1; . . . ; engAMs:

1. Set Ki
e ¼ e i

1K1þ � � � þe i
nKn

2. Choose randomly Mr consecutive samples from Mr to form a subset Ms
r �Mr

3. Compute: f rðe iÞ ¼DMC1ðK0;K
i
e ;b; f ;M

s
r;Mr; prÞ

� Calculate the expectation:E½f ðuðeÞÞ� ¼ 1
Ms

PMs

i ¼ 1

f rðe iÞ
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sample points of er used at each e to compute f r , thereby
maximising the computational gain of the one-dimensional
Directed Monte Carlo simulation. Another added benefit is that
the important issue of fully understanding the eigenstructure of
the general matrix KðeÞ becomes more tractable, although this is
outside the scope of the current work.

The DMC method for multiple random variables, however, has
implications with regard to the solution accuracy in comparison
with the standard Monte Carlo simulation, since both the Monte
Carlo formulation and the sampling strategy are now essentially
changed. This issue will be discussed further in conjunction with
numerical simulations in the next section.

Finally, Box 3 outlines the main steps involved in the directed
Monte Carlo simulation for multiple Gaussian random variables.

5. Numerical experiments

In this section, two examples will be used to provide a full
assessment to several numerical aspects of the proposed directed
Monte Carlo simulation methodology for the solution of Eq. (1).
First the performance of PCG using different preconditioners and
prediction schemes for initial approximations are investigated in
terms of both PCG iterations and CPU costs mainly for one random
variable cases. Then the solution accuracy of the DMC approach
against the standard MC simulation in terms of the number of MC
sample points is examined.

5.1. Problem descriptions

Both examples are elastic plane stress problems with a
constant Poisson ratio (m¼ 0:3) and stochastic Young’s modulus
variations. Both Young’s modulus are assumed to be stationary
Gaussian stochastic fields which are normalised to have unit
mean value Em=1. The following two covariance functions R1 and
R2 are given, respectively, for the two problems:

R1ðx;yÞ ¼ 0:0729� s2
Ee�ðx�yÞ2=2:02

ð60Þ

R2ðx;yÞ ¼ 0:0729� s2
Ee�ðx�yÞ2=0:32

ð61Þ

in which sE is a free parameter that can be used to vary the scale
of the random variation. By employing the Karhunen–Loéve
expansion with a Fourier series based solution scheme [11], each
stochastic field of E is explicitly expanded into a finite function
series as outlined in Section 2. The number of the terms, i.e. the
mutually independent standard Gaussian random variables,
retained is arbitrarily chosen in the present work without
considering the accuracy of the expansion. The sample value

range of each normalised Gaussian random variable is restricted
to [�3,3].

The finite element discretisations of the two problems, with a
total number DOFs of 274 and 5986, respectively, are shown in
Fig. 2. The maximum dimensions of the two problems in metres
are 16� 16 and 6� 5, respectively.

The first example has a very small number of DOFs. It is used
mainly for investigating the convergence features of the numer-
ical techniques developed earlier. The small scale also makes it
possible to examine the solution accuracy of the new method
compared with the standard procedure within a reasonable time
scale.

For this example, the first nine terms in the K–L expansion are
considered, resulting in nine Gaussian random variables ei and
associated matrices Ki. The corresponding eigenvalue lE

i of each
random variable ei and the two extreme eigenvalues of the matrix
Ki are listed in Table 1 at the variance scale of sE ¼ 1:0. It is clear
that for the given covariance function, the eigenvalues of all the
nine random variables have a similar value and that, except for K2

which is SPD, the remaining matrices are all indefinite, but their
minimum and maximum eigenvalues are almost the same in
magnitude.

The second example has a more complex structural config-
uration with in total 5640 elements and 5986 DOFs, much larger
than the first example. The main purpose of this example is to
further confirm the results obtained in the first example and
particularly to investigate the efficiency of the proposed metho-
dology in terms of CPU time costs. For this example, the first five
stochastic variables and the corresponding matrices are involved
in the computation. Their eigenvalues at the variance scale of
sE ¼ 1:0 are listed in Table 2, and similar features to the first
example can be observed.

In both examples, a randomly generated loading vector B is
considered.

Fig. 2. Finite element discretisations of two examples: (a) Example 1 (274 DOFs) and (b) Example 2 (5986 DOFs).

Table 1
Eigenvalues of random variables/associated matrices: Example 1.

Variable/

Matrix no.

Eigenvalue of

variable (lE)

Min eigenvalue of

matrix (l1)

Max eigenvalue of

matrix (lN)

1 0.08889 0.0439 0.1101

2 0.08483 �0.1108 0.1113

3 0.08483 �0.1107 0.1110

4 0.07884 �0.1088 0.1088

5 0.07884 �0.0988 0.1008

6 0.07048 �0.1001 0.1008

7 0.07048 �0.0991 0.0995

8 0.06206 �0.0942 0.0942

9 0.06206 �0.0884 0.0855
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5.2. Performance of DMC and the associated numerical techniques

The aim of the first investigation is to use the two examples to
establish the convergence properties of PCG, in the context of the
DMC method for one random variable, when employing the
different associated numerical techniques for solving the linear
system of equations of (48). The equations are created as follows:
A number of random variables and the corresponding matrices
are arbitrarily selected from all the matrices available in each
example, and a random vector e is given randomly to construct
KðeÞ. Mr sample values for er are generated following the
procedure outlined in the previous section.

5.2.1. Convergence of preconditioning and initial approximation

schemes in PCG

The first batch of tests uses Example 1 to assess the
performance of PCG with different preconditioning and initial
approximation prediction schemes in terms of PCG iterations.

The average numbers of iterations required to achieve the
prescribed convergence of PCG per MC sample are recorded
in Tables 3 and 4 for the following different combinations
of the integrated numerical techniques and parameters in DMC:
(1) the number of random matrices included, n; (2) the variance
scale sE; (3) the three preconditioning schemes; (4) the two
interpolation/extropolation schemes for the prediction of the
initial approximation; (5) the given convergence tolerance t; and
(5) different numbers of Monte Carlo samples Mr ¼ 10, 24, 50, and
100 used for er . Note that the same number of negative
and positive samples are used and these two sets of samples are
separately processed starting from the smallest absolute value of
the samples as outlined in Section 3.2.

Tables 3 and 4 list the results for n=3 and 9, respectively, with
six cases included in total. For each case, the performance of the
standard MC simulation with PCG as the solver using the three
different preconditioning schemes is also included for comparison
as a benchmark.

In Table 3 (n=3), three matrices K3, K6 and K9 are used.
Considering Case 1 (sE ¼ 1, t¼ 10�5) as a basic case, Cases 2 and 4
increase sE to 2.5 to represent large scale random variation
conditions, and Cases 3 and 4 increase the solution accuracy to
t¼ 10�6. For both Cases 1 and 3 (sE ¼ 1), the two minimum and
maximum eigenvalues of Kr with K0 are, respectively, �0:1104
and 0.1139, while for Cases 2 and 4 (sE ¼ 2:5Þ, the two eigenvalues
proportionally increase in magnitude to �0.2760 and 0.2847.

In Table 4, all the nine matrices are used, but only sE ¼ 1 is
considered since a further increase of sE will be very likely to
result in an indefinite KðeÞ. Two levels of solution accuracy are
considered in Cases 5 and 6, respectively.

By examining the results presented in Tables 3 and 4, the
following conclusions can be made:

(1) Preconditioning schemes: As expected, the incomplete
Cholesky decomposition of K0, IC0, is the least effective scheme.

Although the ‘stochastic’ preconditioning scheme, SIC, can
normally enhance the performance but the improvement is
marginal and in general no more than 15% of reduction in
iterations is achieved in all the test cases. On the contrary, the K0
scheme using the complete Cholesky decomposition of K0

exhibits a very good performance, with a reduction of iterations
ranging from around 3 to 10 times compared to both IC0 and SIC
schemes, and a typical reduction factor is around 5 or 6. A better
performance of the K0 scheme is achieved at relatively smaller
variation scales (Cases 1 and 3) and degrades slightly at larger
variations (Cases 2 and 4), while the increase of the level of
solution accuracy requirement t makes the comparison more
favourable to the K0 scheme. These results very positively support
our earlier analytical analysis on the eigenvalue properties of the

Table 2
Eigenvalues of random variables and associated matrices: Example 2.

Variable/

Matrix no.

Eigenvalue of

variable (lE)

Min eigenvalue of

matrix (l1)

Max eigenvalue of

matrix (lN)

1 0.02211 0.0022371 0.0105175

2 0.02091 �0.0100223 0.0099748

3 0.02091 �0.0085306 0.0098457

4 0.02062 �0.0099338 0.0107368

5 0.02062 �0.0098814 0.0107376

Table 3
Average PCG iterations per MC sample—n¼ 3 : fK3 ;K6 ;K9g.

Preconditioning IC SIC K0

Interpolation Linear Spline Linear Spline Linear Spline

Case 1 sE ¼ 1:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:1104;0:1139�

Mc=10 16.0 13.7 15.4 12.7 3.00 2.40

Mc=24 13.6 8.54 13.5 8.75 1.66 1.33

Mc=50 8.44 9.50 8.00 9.58 1.34 1.20

Mc=100 7.22 11.5 7.02 10.9 1.06 1.32

Standard MC 26.5 26.3 4.75

Case 2 sE ¼ 2:5; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:2760;0:2847�

Mc=10 24.9 22.5 22.6 19.3 6.80 5.70

Mc=24 23.0 18.8 20.9 16.4 5.21 7.64

Mc=50 18.5 14.4 16.0 12.7 3.80 2.44

Mc=100 16.0 14.3 13.8 12.2 3.13 2.50

Standard MC 30.1 27.2 8.63

Case 3 sE ¼ 1:0; t¼ 10�6 ; lA ½�0:1104;0:1139�

Mc=24 19.7 12.4 19.1 12.4 3.20 1.67

Mc=50 16.3 10.1 15.3 9.76 2.24 1.30

Mc=100 14.1 11.1 13.7 11.3 1.90 1.43

Standard MC 28.7 28.6 5.68

Case 4 sE ¼ 2:5; t¼ 10�6, lA ½�0:2760;0:2847�

Mc=24 27.3 21.5 24.3 19.0 7.13 4.91

Mc=50 23.7 16.7 20.6 14.8 5.34 4.18

Mc=100 22.4 15.0 20.0 13.1 4.62 2.79

Standard MC 32.5 29.3 10.2

Table 4
Average PCG iterations per MC sample—n¼ 9 : fK2 ; . . . ;K10g.

Preconditioning IC SIC K0

Interpolation Linear Spline Linear Spline Linear Spline

Case 5 sE ¼ 1:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:1104;0:1139�

Mc=10 20.1 17.9 18.6 16.4 4.60 3.90

Mc=24 16.2 12.0 14.3 11.3 3.25 2.46

Mc=50 14.7 11.1 12.9 9.98 2.81 2.14

Mc=100 11.5 12.0 10.2 11.2 2.31 1.90

Standard MC 28.6 26.8 7.66

Case 6 sE ¼ 2:5; t¼ 10�5 ; lA ½�0:1104;0:1139�

Mc=10 25.0 21.9 23.2 20.4 6.00 5.00

Mc=24 22.5 15.3 21.2 15.2 4.50 2.96

Mc=50 21.4 13.8 19.8 12.7 4.28 2.50

Mc=100 19.1 12.9 17.4 12.5 3.69 2.14

Standard MC 30.9 28.9 9.17
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stochastic matrix KðeÞ made in Section 2.2. It is highlighted that
the above conclusion is applied not only to one random variable
but general cases. It is also noticed that the K0 preconditioning
scheme can also be further enhanced by, for instance, the use of
the Newmann expansion of Eq. (23) as proposed in [6].

(2) Initial approximation schemes: The ability to provide a good
initial approximation for PCG solvers is the key to the success of
the proposed DMC method and this is confirmed by all the test
cases. In fact, compared with the standard MC method, the
current PCG with an initial approximation achieves a reduction of
iterations by 2–4 times, depending on the number of Monte Carlo
samples used. Generally speaking, the required PCG iterations
decrease with increase of the number of MC samples. It is possible
that for a sufficiently large Mr the average iterations may be
reduced to less than 1, thereby achieving even a greater
improvement over the standard MC method. For the two
interpolation/extrapolation approaches proposed, the spline
scheme outperforms, in most cases, the linear scheme by an
amount ranging from 10% up to 40% in terms of iterations, but the
scheme becomes less effective in several cases. This phenomenon
is purely dependent on the distribution of MC sample points.
When the samples are fairly evenly distributed, which is often the
case when the number of samples is small, the spline extrapola-
tion will be superior to the linear extrapolation. However, when
some clusters occur in the samples, which is an inherent feature
with a large number of random numbers, the accuracy of the
spline extrapolation at points immediately after the clusters will
suffer, leading to an increase of PCG iterations. Fig. 3 illustrates
this phenomenon by showing the accuracy of the initial
approximations provided by the two extrapolation schemes for
two different numbers of samples Mr ¼ 24 and Mr=50 in Case 1.
Note that only the positive samples are used and the positions of
these samples are marked along the x-axis, from which the
irregular spacing pattern of the samples is clearly demonstrated.
The defect of the spline scheme may be eliminated, however, by
enhancing the standard spline interpolation algorithm for the
current situation.

In summary, the proposed DMC can indeed significantly
enhance the computational effectiveness of the Monte Carlo
simulation for general one random variable problems. When
equipped with the K0 preconditioning and linear/spline extra-
polation schemes, it can typically achieve performance around
3 times faster than the standard Monte Carlo simulation when the
number of samples involved is not too small.

5.2.2. CPU time cost comparisons

The above observations are further examined by the second
batch of tests using the second example. All the five matrices
associated with the five variables are considered, i.e. n=5. Table 5
lists the average number of PCG iterations per MC sample with
the same test conditions as in the previous batch of tests except
for the scales of variation sE which are 10 times larger.

In essence, the new tests confirm all the observations made in
the previous tests for the three preconditioning schemes and the
two extrapolation schemes. As a matter of fact, the K0 pre-
conditioning performs even better as it converges over 10 times
faster than the other two counterparts at both normal and larger
variance scales (Cases 7 and 8). Also the average number of
iterations of the K0 preconditioning is reduced to less than 1 at
Mr=100 in Case 7. These reveal that the features of the proposed
methodology are universal regardless of the finite element scale
of problems to be modelled.

Although it is clear that the K0 preconditioning is superior to
the other two preconditioning schemes in terms of PCG iterations,
it is more costly at each iteration as the size of its Cholesky
decomposition matrix L0 is larger then the other two IC
decompositions, if ignoring the extra cost associated with the
re-generation of a new incomplete decomposition for SIC at each
sample. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the CPU time costs of
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of initial approximations provided by linear and spline schemes in Case 1: (a) Mr ¼ 24 and (b) Mr ¼ 50.

Table 5
Average PCG iterations per MC sample—Example 2 ðn¼ 5Þ.

Preconditioning IC SIC K0

Interpolation Linear Spline Linear Spline Linear Spline

Case 7 sE ¼ 10:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:0830;0:1300�

Mc=10 41.9 36.4 39.6 34.9 2.50 2.20

Mc=24 33.5 29.8 31.5 28.7 1.95 1.18

Mc=50 16.7 26.2 15.2 23.8 1.20 1.12

Mc=100 9.89 34.6 9.84 32.8 0.77 1.30

Standard MC 77.74 74.90 4.14

Case 8 sE ¼ 25:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:2175;0:3250�

Mc=10 68.8 63.0 58.2 53.7 6.20 5.30

Mc=24 60.1 46.4 50.3 38.3 4.67 3.25

Mc=50 41.6 37.9 19.8 33.1 3.30 2.10

Mc=100 27.6 38.4 22.0 36.5 2.46 2.39

Standard MC 91.0 80.0 7.57
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all the numerical techniques at the same time. The relevant
results are collected in Table 6.

It is evident that although the overall speed-up of the K0
preconditioning in terms of CPU costs over the other two schemes
is smaller than the speed-up in iterations, it is still about 4 to 5
times faster, confirming that K0 is indeed a very effective and
robust preconditioner, at least for not very large scale matrices. As
expected, a small reduction in iterations of the SIC scheme over
the IC0 scheme cannot compensate for the extra costs occurred
for the generation of the IC decomposition at each MC sample,
making it an unattractive option unless further developments are
undertaken, such as the work in [9].

It is noticeable that the spline extrapolation scheme becomes
slower than the linear scheme in all cases. This is due to the fact
that in the standard B-spline interpolation algorithm currently
implemented, all the previous solutions are used to predict the
initial solution for the current MC sample. It is possible, however,
to modify the B-spline formulation so that only a few solutions
are required for the interpolation and extrapolation, thereby
making its computational cost comparable to that of the linear
interpolation/extrapolation.

5.3. Solution accuracy of the DMC method

The proposed DMC simulation method for multiple Gaussian
random variables utilises the hyper-spherical transformation to
convert the original Monte Carlo simulation into two parts: a
uniform distribution simulation on Sn and a one-dimensional
w2-type distribution along the er direction, representing the global
variation scale. The previous tests have established that the DMC
provides a very effective procedure to deal with the solution along
the er direction, i.e. the probability distribution of the solution at
each point on Sn can be obtained efficiently. However, as the
original goal is to solve Eq. (1) for any number of random
variables, it is necessary to examine the solution accuracy of DMC
for general cases in comparison with the standard MC simulation
where the sampling is performed in real space Rn.

The solution accuracy of DMC in terms of the total number of
Monte Carlo points is assessed using Example 1. Following the
procedure outlined in Section 4, for a given n, different numbers of
Monte Carlo samples, Ms, are generated on Sn. At each point e,
different numbers of sample points Mr are used for er to determine
f rðeÞ (refer to (47)). In the simulation, the expectation and standard
derivation of the total strain energy of the structure bT uðeÞ,
normalised by the deterministic energy bT ud, are considered.

The computed expectation (mean value) and standard deriva-
tion of the normalised strain energy via the total number of
Monte Carlo points Mc ¼Ms �Mr up to 50,000 are depicted in
Fig. 4 for the cases of n=9 with Mr=20, 40 and 100, respectively.
Note that the corresponding numbers for Ms are 2500, 1250, and
500. The results computed by the standard Monte Carlo
simulation, which corresponds to the special case of Mr=1, are
also shown in the figure for comparison.

The figure illustrates that the best convergence is achieved by
the standard MC simulation, while the convergence of the DMC
solution appears to be slightly less smooth and the oscillation at
the small sample numbers increases with the increase of Mr. This
is not surprising as for a fixed Mc, an increase of Mr is equivalent to
the concentration of Monte Carlo samples along fewer directions,
therefore reducing the randomness of these samples. This
suggests that the current hyper-spherical transformation may
lose, to a limited degree, the unique advantage of the standard MC
simulation when the number of MC samples used is not
sufficiently large. It can be argued that the improved
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Fig. 4. Convergence histories of the normalised total strain energy versus the number of Monte Carlo samples: Example 1: (a) the mean value and (b) the standard

derivation.

Table 6
Total CPU times (s)—Example 2 (n=5).

Preconditioning IC SIC K0

Interpolation Linear Spline Linear Spline Linear Spline

Case 7 sE ¼ 10:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:0830;0:1300�

Mc=10 9.64 8.56 16.9 15.1 1.29 1.26

Mc=24 18.6 17.0 32.7 35.1 2.37 1.93

Mc=50 19.9 32.3 40.1 64.7 3.75 5.60

Mc=100 23.9 91.1 66.2 169. 5.54 14.1

Standard MC 178.1 261.3 23.2

Case 8 sE ¼ 25:0; t¼ 10�5, lA ½�0:2175;0:3250�

Mc=10 15.73 14.64 24.13 23.26 3.17 3.10

Mc=24 33.43 26.51 52.18 47.17 6.03 5.72

Mc=50 48.95 45.56 86.64 87.81 10.26 10.65

Mc=100 66.78 101.2 147.7 189.2 17.47 26.21

Standard MC 210.0 283.2 34.73
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computational efficiency of DMC at each sample on Sn will permit
the use of more sample points thereby compensating for the
slight loss of solution accuracy.

However, it is more important to highlight that the hyper-
spherical transformation, together with the ability of effectively
(and accurately) determining f rðeÞ at each point on Sn, may
provide a prospect of developing new simulation approaches
within the general Monte Carlo solution framework that have
potential to greatly improve the solution accuracy of the current
DMC method. This is the line of research that is currently being
pursued in order to further enhance the overall computational
capability of the DMC method for general problems with multiple
random variables.

6. Conclusions

The current work proposes a modified Monte Carlo simulation
procedure, DMC, for solving a linear stochastic algebraic system of
equations. The basic idea of DMC for one random variable cases is
to order the Monte Carlo samples so that when the samples are
processed in sequence the previous obtained solutions can be
utilised to provide a high quality initial approximation for the
current point thereby significantly accelerating the convergence
of iterative solvers. In DMC, PCG plays a central role and the two
essential numerical techniques crucial to the success of the
method include preconditioning and initial proximation predic-
tions. It is proposed on the basis of analytical analysis, and later
confirmed numerically, that the deterministic matrix K0 can serve
as a very effective preconditioning matrix. The numerical
experiments conducted demonstrate that the proposed DMC can
indeed significantly enhance the computational effectiveness of
the Monte Carlo simulation for general one random variable
problems. When employing the K0 preconditioning and linear/
spline extrapolation schemes, DMC can typically perform around
3 times faster than the standard Monte Carlo simulation when the
number of samples used is not too small.

The extension of the DMC method to multiply Gaussian
random variable cases is realised by the adoption of a hyper-
spherical transformation whereby any n-dimensional random
vector in Rn can be expressed by a random variable er

representing the global random variation scale, and a unit

directional random vector on the unit ‘n-sphere’ Sn. Such a
transformation permits the Monte Carlo calculation of the
solution to be undertaken as a one random variable case along
the er direction at each sample on Sn. Although the overall
computational costs of the Monte Carlo simulation can be reduced
in this way, it is at the expense of slightly losing solution accuracy
when the total number of samples used is not sufficiently large.
This observation indicates the aspect to be further pursued in
order to improve the overall performance of the proposed DMC
method for general multiple random variable problems.
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